Introduction
In the 2020-2021 club year, Ad 2 DC (“we”, “us”) focused on Club Operations efforts that would serve to
strengthen the organization in the prolonged COVID climate. We wanted to continue to provide a top-tier
club for young advertising professionals, now in a 100% virtual setting. As a club, we realized we needed
stronger pandemic-oriented procedures, a revamp of digital-based offerings, and a stronger focus on
government / diversity content to best address declining membership rates.
Long-Term Club Operations and Process Planning for Sustainability
Goal 1: Strengthen COVID preparedness, response, and protocols.
Method: Build and update a set of COVID resources to ensure the physical safety of Ad 2 DC members
and board for uninterrupted operations.
Execution: With COVID information changing at a fast-paced rate, we recognized the need to create a set
of streamlined tools. We created two Google documents: a one-pager of COVID protocols (Exhibit 1) for
safety guidance and a database of important COVID resource links (Exhibit 2). As Google documents are
easily shareable, with an enhanced capacity to be kept up-to-date, we were able to create two convenient
sources of valuable safety information for members to access that were adaptable with the times.
Results: Having a solid foundation of key resources helped maintain an open dialogue as a club, both
internally and externally, in regards to COVID. As we planned all 2020-2021 events and communications,
we had a central source of clear information to best guide our actions.
Goal 2: Implement a stronger membership recruitment process so as to best prove membership value and
maintain or grow membership despite COVID-related loss expectancies.
Method: Fill Ad 2 DC Membership Chair role and develop new membership strategies / materials.
Execution: Ad 2 DC began its 2020-2021 year without a Membership Chair on the Steering Committee
to support our membership recruitment efforts. Through a targeted organic social media effort to fill this
opening (Exhibit 3), we secured a Membership Chair in November 2020. Unfortunately, this Chair had to
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resign after two months of service. In this Chair’s absence, Ad 2 DC maintained priority on membership
efforts by developing a new biweekly membership meeting process (Exhibit 5) to work more closely with
our counterparts on AAF DC’s Membership Committee. We pulled and analyzed a membership audit via
our membership data platform (Exhibit 6) and developed a strategy to inform our approaches to member
acquisition, retention, and development (Exhibit 7). From these endeavors, we developed new assets such
as a welcome letter email (Exhibit 8) and COVID-specific 50% discounted membership offers (Exhibit
9). Our team is currently working on implementing virtual “Welcome Parties” via Zoom (Exhibit 10),
exclusively for new club members to instill more direct “next-steps” engagement paths. We are working
finalizing our upcoming April 2021 “We are Ad 2 DC” campaign, highlighting some of our club’s top
values and reasons members thrive in Ad 2 DC (Exhibit 11).
Results: Through collaboration with AAF DC, we were able to develop and strengthen membership
strategies to create more uniform communications and processes for new and current members. We were
also able to get clearer visibility into the statistics of our membership base, which will serve to track
membership results for future initiatives moving forward.
Analysis of Member Needs and Benefits in a Fully Virtual Environment
Goal 1: Increase membership engagement using digital platforms so that member value is communicated
in the absence of in-person opportunities and events.
Method: Bolster Ad 2 DC-specific digital content and online presence
Execution: Without being able to offer the benefit of in-person events and connections, our club quickly
identified the need to have digital content at our members’ fingertips. Ad 2 DC played a chief role in
building up video content for the “Ad Academy,” an AAF DC / Ad 2 DC members-only video platform
featuring videos of past 2020 - 2021 events and webinars (Exhibit 12). Our club planned (Exhibit 13),
recorded through Zoom (Exhibit 14), and edited (Exhibit 15) multiple remote interviews with advertising
experts as well as long-standing AAF DC and Ad 2 DC members to increase the amount of specific Ad 2
DC-branded educational and informational content geared towards our members. Our club personally
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selected topics that informed members about club history, shared hiring advice, and more. By focusing on
these subjects, we offered a wide depth of content that aligned with member’s key interests and values
(Exhibit 16). Beyond this, we felt it was beneficial to create a new Ad 2 DC-specific LinkedIn company
page (Exhibit 17) where only an AAF DC page existed previously; allowing a more targeted audience for
Ad 2 DC content and the option to list their club involvement more accurately as Ad 2 DC. Finally, we
built on our club’s 2019 - 2020 created Slack channel (Exhibit 18). Our members value the importance of
diversity, so having a Slack space as an open forum for sharing DC-based diversity triumphs allowed us
to up access to this type of content.
Results: Through the “Ad Academy,” our club was able to continue to offer immediate access to industry
experts and valuable learning videos in one convenient database. This library also allowed members to
stay engaged by tuning in to new content between club events. We were thrilled to offer this benefit
during the pandemic and are actively discussing how to maintain it post-COVID, given a higher level of
difficulty for in-person filming logistics. Having an Ad 2 DC-specific LinkedIn page allowed members to
tie their involvement directly to Ad 2 DC, instead of to AAF DC as they had been limited to in the past.
Goal 2: Develop a more balanced process for hosting engaging virtual events
Method: Adjust remote event offerings to fit the mental health and career needs of our members
Execution: In tandem with above mentioned pre-crafted content, our club also recognized the need to
offer a steady balance of playful as well as more career-focused events. This balance was achieved
through instating our cornerstone “pop-up”-style events series. Beginning in September 2020, our club
hosted one “pop-up” event each month and mixed them in among our more established panels and
workshops. These rotating “pop-up” events lasted 30 minutes and set an informal tone for participants to
connect in a comfortable setting. “Pop-up” event themes included a Steering Committee Meet-and-Greets
to get to know the Ad 2 DC board (Exhibit 19), an educational Industry Expert event where attendees had
the opportunity to network in a small group setting with a DC-based mover and shaker (Exhibit 20), and a
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Virtual Happy Hour to unwind as a club (Exhibit 21). Alongside this new series, we also held more
standard larger-scale events that were typically longer and more orderly in approach. These included
events such as a July 2021 “Ad 2 DC Trivia Showdown” trivia competition (Exhibit 22) where, at our
suggestion, the sponsor awarded prizes that focused on local charities (Exhibit 23). Additional formal
events included a combined AAF DC / AD 2 DC career workshop panel (Exhibit 24) plus two
diversity-based panel events held in March. We’re also planning a late April virtual revival of “Around
the Industry in 80 minutes” which is a round-robin style event offering insight into various
advertising-oriented careers. In May, we’ve planned a “Mental Health Workshop,” which will feature
group exercises and focus on mental health tips to combat the negative effects of working remotely.
Results: While our more “formal” planned events tended to have higher attendance, our “pop-up” events
featured a higher rate of regular attendees, who verbalized that they appreciated the regular recurrence of
both education and socially-focused options. We’re actively planning how to transition these pop-ups into
future in-person events post COVID. From a process standpoint, our “pop-up” events not only allowed
Ad 2 DC a way to refresh our event offerings, but were also easy to produce. This in turn allowed for
increased effort to be directed toward our more intricate events.
Goal 3: Increase government and diversity initiatives to build club relevance to a DC market
Method: Offer more streamlined and DC-tailored approaches to this content to meet the higher level of
member interest in said topics and turn this interest into engagement or new memberships.
Execution: As a DC-based club, government and diversity topics are always top-of-mind for our
members. They have always responded well to and engaged in this type of content due to the natural
environment of our nation’s capital. In the past, the club’s Government Relations efforts were focused
heavily on AAF’s “Ad Day on the Hill” event, but we wanted to challenge ourselves to step away from
this. We launched a new quarterly “Ad 2 DC Government Talks” blog series, published by our
Government Relations Chair (Exhibit 25) across our social channels. For each piece, the chair reached out
to officials for insights and wrote about topics that linked government to the advertising industry, such as
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regulation of digital platforms or the media’s ability to utilize data for targeted political ads in an election
year. While our Government Relations Chair was active throughout the year, our Diversity Chair position
was intermittently filled. However, the remainder of the board came together to pitch in and still
invigorated our efforts. In support of Black History Month in February 2021, we used information from
local DC-based blogs to highlight regional opportunities to support Black-owned businesses and
restaurants via a social campaign on our channels (Exhibit 26). We also held two diversity-focused events
in March 2021: “Diversity and Multicultural Advertising in DC” (Exhibit 27 / 28) and “Behind the
Hashtag” (Exhibit 29). To vary our offerings, the Ad 2 DC Chair created a digital art gallery-style
portfolio featuring diverse / inclusive campaigns, businesses, and resources for members to view at their
convenience (Exhibit 30) so as to mitigate Zoom fatigue and offer content when most advantageous to our
members.
Results: We saw a direct correlation between the above focused efforts and increased digital engagement
with our government and diversity initiatives. As of late March 2021, our “Ad 2 DC Government Talks”
blog series saw over 600 organic impressions and a reach of over 700 across Facebook, Instagram, and
LinkedIn. We increased emphasis on our diversity-related efforts via organic pushes, one paid social event
promotion, and through our virtual events. Our diversity events both performed highly: the “Diversity and
Multicultural Advertising in DC” event had 48 registrants and 34 participants and “Behind the Hashtag”
had 49 registrants and 20 attendees. All efforts allowed us to not just build stronger partnerships with
diverse panelists for future Ad 2 DC efforts, but also led to spikes across all social channels (Exhibit 31).
Leadership Organization and Development
Goal 1: Successfully navigate Steering Committee onboarding and transitions to achieve optimal club
efficiency throughout our 2020 - 2021 club year.
Method: Formalize a goal-making process for each committee chair and kick-off plans for reinvigorating
our transition documentation process.
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Execution: For this club year, we had one of the highest ratios of new to returning chairs in recent history,
with 7 of 10 committee chairs being new to the club and/or to this role in Ad 2 DC. This allowed our club
to reenergize the Steering Committee and better tailor committee roles to meet chairs’ needs. In addition
to our normal albeit 100% fully virtual “Ad 2 DC Steering Kick-off” event at the beginning of our club
year (Exhibit 32), the Ad 2 DC Chair also held individual one-on-one meetings with each committee chair
at the beginning of their term (Exhibit 33). These meetings offered an opportunity to provide in-depth
education on how specific national club benefits could aid each chair. We also documented personal goals
for each committee chair (Exhibit 34) and then supplemented those initial meetings as needed to support
their initiatives. Throughout this year, it became apparent that having a formal transition process in place
is crucial not just for each year-to-year change but to meet immediate needs as well. We started the year
without a Membership Chair, and a Diversity Chair who shortly transitioned out of their position. Both
roles were filled with replacements, but both transitioned out before year end. Such abrupt turnover shed
light on the need for better record keeping so order is maintained when immediate absences occur. We’re
aiming to create a more formal transition process for outgoing Steering Committee chairs to ensure
training and documentation for any incoming chair(s) and ensure continuation of tasks.
Results: Through goal-creation, we were able to brainstorm new ways to refresh our club’s approach to
standard committee offerings and build excitement within the Steering Committee. For example, new
efforts such as the “Ad 2 DC Government Thoughts” series and the “We are Ad 2 DC” campaign arose
from these meetings. By offering more intimate communication chains with new chairs, they were more
committed and generally less likely to withdraw. As of the completion of this book, five of the seven new
Steering Committee members served their full terms. To counter the negative impacts of speedy
transitions, our club is currently working on an “exit interview” process to best gather all relevant
sub-committee position information in one fell swoop via a digital survey from those who transition out to
reduce potential impediments to club operations.
Goal 2: Maintain Ad 2 DC’s relationship with AAF DC so that club collaboration is successful.
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Method: Schedule regular touchpoints with AAF DC committee counterparts.
Execution: Keeping open communication with AAF DC was especially important throughout the
pandemic to showcase a uniformed front for concerned members. The Ad 2 DC Chair attended the
monthly AAF DC Board Meetings to stay abreast of AAF DC plans and initiatives, share Ad 2 DC
accomplishments and initiatives, and request AAF DC’s amplification of our efforts (Exhibit 35). The Ad
2 DC Chair also attended biweekly meetings with the AAF DC Chair and monitored conversations on the
AAF DC Slack channel (Exhibit 36) to avoid any potential club conflicts. Our club also offered assistance
to supplement AAF DC needs, such as our Creative Co-Chairs creating event graphics when the AAF DC
creative team was short-staffed.
Results: By keeping abreast of all AAF DC communications, the Ad 2 DC Chair ensured all Ad 2 DC
club contributions aligned with AAF DC goals and worked to move both organizations forward during the
club year.
Fiscal Management
Goal 1: Rejuvenate event payment structure to add cost value to yearly membership
Method: Increase frequency of events with admission charges to add value to our member’s yearly
membership costs via waived or included “per-event” costs.
Execution: Ad 2 DC's budget is governed fully by AAF DC and, as such, all income earned goes to AAF
DC’s budget though we did prepare a breakdown of budget stipend requests (Exhibit 37). While some
past Ad 2 DC events had an admission charge, the majority of our events are free to attend in an effort to
support increased attendance, particularly for younger attendees for whom cost may be a barrier. For this
year, our team worked with AAF DC to determine a fair events value to begin reintroducing a ticket cost.
It was determined that smaller-scale “pop-up” events would remain free to all, as channels to introduce
Ad 2 DC to potential members, while larger scale events such as panels, career events, or educational /
mental health workshops would be between $5 - $10 per ticket for non-members (though free for
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members). We excluded our diversity-focused events from this as we felt charging for these events went
against the core inclusive nature of the topics.
Results: While we did notice a slight negative correlation in attendance for paid events vs. free events,
overall our paying members were thrilled to have an additional benefit to their membership in terms of
“free” event access to events that required non-Ad 2 DC members to purchase tickets. The first event we
charged for was the “AAF DC / AD 2 DC Career Workshop” held in December 2020, which earned $42
in revenue at $7 per ticket from non-member attendance (Exhibit 38). For our upcoming April and May
2021 events, our goal is to increase this to $55 in revenue per event from tickets via a larger-scale
promotional period.
Conclusion
Our club operations goals focused on navigating the COVID-19 pandemic, growing virtual membership
assets, and increasing Ad 2 DC’s focus on government / diversity values as a whole. While we made great
strides toward these goals, there were still bumps along the way. Nonetheless, we are excited to bring a
revitalized COVID-19 gameplan, new digital experiences, and expanded resources to best meet our
members’ needs and allow optimal career advancement as we all move forward together.
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Exhibit 1: Ad 2 DC “One-Sheeter” on COVID Protocols
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Exhibit 2: Ad 2 DC COVID Links and Resources (as of March 2021)
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Exhibit 3: Membership Chair Recruitment Social Media Campaign
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Exhibit 4: Membership Chair Fulfillment
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Exhibit 5: AAF DC / Ad 2 DC Virtual Biweekly Membership Meetings
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Exhibit 6: Membership Audit via MembershipWorks
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Exhibit 7: Membership Strategy and Planning
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Exhibit 8: Membership Welcome Email
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Exhibit 8: Membership Welcome Email (cont.)
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Exhibit 9: COVID Membership Discount Renewal Offering
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Exhibit 9: COVID Membership Discount Renewal Offering (cont.)
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Exhibit 9: COVID Membership Discount Renewal Offering (cont.)
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Exhibit 10: New Member Welcome Party - Event Sample
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Exhibit 11: “We are Ad 2 DC” Campaign Planning and Preliminary Creative

*Campaign pushed from March 2021 to April 2021*
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Exhibit 11: “We are Ad 2” Campaign Planning and Preliminary Creative (cont.)

*Campaign pushed from March 2021 to April 2021*
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Exhibit 11: “We are Ad 2 DC” Campaign Planning and Preliminary Creative (cont.)
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Exhibit 11: “We are Ad 2 DC” Campaign Planning and Preliminary Creative (cont.)
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Exhibit 11: “We are Ad 2 DC” Campaign Planning and Preliminary Creative (cont.)
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Exhibit 11: “We are Ad 2 DC” Campaign Planning and Preliminary Creative (cont.)
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Exhibit 12: The Ad Academy Members-Only Video Webpage
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Exhibit 13: Ad Academy Filming Planning
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Exhibit 13: Ad Academy Filming Planning (cont.)
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Exhibit 13: Ad Academy Filming Planning (cont.)
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Exhibit 14: Ad Academy Virtual Filming Sessions
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Exhibit 15: Ad Academy Video Editing
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Exhibit 16: Ad Academy Finished Content
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Exhibit 16: Ad Academy Finished Content (cont.)
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Exhibit 17: Ad 2 DC LinkedIn Page
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Exhibit 18: Ad 2 DC Slack Channel
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Exhibit 19: “Pop-Up” Series: Steering Committee Meet & Greets
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Exhibit 20: “Pop-Up” Series: Industry Experts
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Exhibit 20: “Pop-Up” Series: Industry Experts (cont.)
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Exhibit 21: “Pop-Up” Series: Virtual Happy Hours
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Exhibit 22: Ad 2 DC Trivia Showdown
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Exhibit 22: Ad 2 DC Trivia Showdown (cont).
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Exhibit 22: Ad 2 DC Trivia Showdown (cont.)
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Exhibit 23: Ad 2 DC Trivia Showdown Sponsor & Prizes
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Exhibit 24: Career Changes In a Pandemic: Leveraging Your Network from Afar
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Exhibit 24: Career Changes In a Pandemic: Leveraging Your Network from Afar (cont.)
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Exhibit 25: “Ad 2 DC Government Talks” Series
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Exhibit 25: “Ad 2 DC Government Talks” series (cont.)
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Exhibit 26: Washington DC Black Changemakers Campaign
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Exhibit 27: “Diversity and Multicultural Advertising in DC”
Earned Promotions
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Exhibit 28: “Diversity and Multicultural Advertising in DC” Event
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Exhibit 29: “Behind the Hashtag: Inclusivity in Influencer Marketing”
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Exhibit 29: “Behind the Hashtag: Inclusivity in Influencer Marketing” (cont.)
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Exhibit 30: Diversity and Inclusion Digital Art Gallery
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Exhibit 31: Diversity Posting Analytics
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Exhibit 31: Diversity Posting Analytics (cont.)
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Exhibit 32: 2020 - 2021 Club Steering Committee Virtual Kickoff
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Exhibit 33: Steering Committee One-on-One Connects
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Exhibit 34: Steering Committee Personal Goals
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Exhibit 35: Ad 2 DC Meeting Report Sample for AAF DC Board Meeting
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Exhibit 36: Ad 2 DC Meeting Report Sample (cont.)
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Exhibit 36: Ad 2 DC collaborations with AAF
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Exhibit 36: Ad 2 DC collaborations with AAF (cont.)
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Exhibit 37: Ad 2 DC 2020 - 2021 Expenses
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Exhibit 38: Ad 2 DC Career Event Ticket Sales - Total Revenue
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